
The Companies

PAS DE DIEUX et MANGANO-MASSIP
present

MIM’PROVISATION
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What is Mim’provisation ?
It is an encounter of mime of all forms: All techniques, styles, and schools.
Our goal is to bring together those who practice “mime”, the young and the old, professionals 
and amateurs, and to create surprising and unusual encounters by giving a venue to the creativ-
ity specific to the art of mime.   

In addition, it is forum to discover and give recognition to the mime artists who excel in the art 
of mime and improvisation.  Through peer recognition and audience participation, the evening 
cultivates some of the best examples of contemporary mime while pushing its limits and pos-
sibilities.  

The event takes place in two parts:
In the first part, a group of selected or “invited” mime artists demonstrate their skills.  They are 
guided by an invited master of ceremony.

In the second part, the public become the actors and are invited to improvise, in duo, trios ac-
cording to a given theme.

If you love mime, this is the event for you!
If you are not sure what mime is, come and discover it!
If you don’t like mime, come and challenge your preconceptions!
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Mim’provisation
A “Battle” that delimits barriers!

The excellent initiative of the companies Pas de 
Dieux, Autour du Mime and Mime de Rien played 
to a full house on June 17, 2010 at the Akuarium.

It is in a very hospitable atmosphere (thanks to the 
talent of the host of the venue, Maxime Nourrisat) 
that the professionals were thrown into the fray of 
a corporeal improvisation in front of a watching 
audience.   Grouped in three hats, the themes, the 
rules of play, and the number of mimes and musi-
cians on stage, are drawn by chance by the mem-
bers of the audience.    Orchestrated rigorously with 
the utmost simplicity and with a huge generosity, 
the mimes, who come from all parts of France, 
present themselves to the joy of the audience both 
novices and experts alike.  The first part is conse-
crated to professionals to kick off a rich show of 
movement supported musically to the extent of 
supplanting the corporeal conflicts of visual and 
sound dialogues between actors –and muscians. 

The second part, open to amateurs of all ages, were 
not only nourished by themes emanating from the 
public but were mixed with the professional mimes 
and musicians of the first part.  Pas de Dieux and 
Autour du Mime have succeeded, at the Akuarium, 
in creating a magnificent intergenerational overture 
that crosses the practices of many horizons well 
beyond the chapel arguments of the summer.

-Etienne Bonduelle, translated into English by Won Kim

Lettres d’information n°43 – 44
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The Organizers :
Company Pas de Dieux 
www.pasdedieux.com 
Leela Alaniz et Won Kim
Founded in 2004, the Company Pas de Dieux explores in its creations the corporeal possibilities 
as the basis of dramatic content.  With more than 20 years of research in theater anthropology in 
addition to 14 years of corporeal mime practice, Leela Alaniz is in a constant quest of action that 
dilates from its cause and thus, discovers its own methods from its proper logic. Beyond corpo-
real movement, spoken language contributes to reveal the Poetry as a principle raison d’être.

Cie Mangano-Massip 
www.compagniemanganomassip.com 
Sara  Mangano et Pierre-Yves Massip
We met in 1994 at the Marcel Marceau School and since we have chosen to explore together the 
vast territories of the imagination.
In duo for more than ten years, we search to give form to a theatre of gesture and of image where 
the body is at the same time the means and the end:  To construct a dramaturgy of movement 
that can echo the minute traces of daily life as well as the grand lyrical flights of thinking.  We are 
a poetic and popular theater that is rooted in the grammar of mime constantly searching for the 
crossings of other Arts of new theater continents.   

Leela Alaniz
Leela’s career consists of a constant round-trip movement between the practice and the theory of theater.  
With over 20 years of research in Theatre Anthropology in addition to 14 years of Corporeal Mime prac-
tice, she continues to teach many workshops and gives conferences in disparate countries and regions such 
as Brazil, France, Singapore, United Kingdom, California, Belgium, and Argentina.  After a double major 
in Physical Education and Theater Studies in Brazil with one year specialization in Theatre Anthropology 
at the RESAD University in Spain, she went on to France to obtain her Masters at the Paris 3 University 
in Theater Studies.  Her Master dissertations will be published in the “Mime Journal” in 2012, Edition 
Pomona College (California).  Currently, she is a PhD candidate at the Sorbonne Nouvelle University Paris 
3, where she is pursuing her research under the direction of Georges Banu.  Also, she is teaching at the 
Intercultural Theatre Institute (ITI) in Singapore.

Won Kim
After 8 years in the field of corporate business, he made an abrupt turn to dedicate his life to the learn-
ing of Corporeal Mime and Theater with Thomas Leabhart and Leela Alaniz since November 2002.  He 
has also played a double role of actor and producer/co-founder of the Company Pas de Dieux with Leela 
Alaniz.  With a strong focus on the pedagogy of Physical Theater, he has invited many instructors through-
out the world to give workshops in Paris including: Dance Theater with Moreno Bernadi, Physical theater 
with Phillip Zarilli, Puppetry and movement with Eric de Sarria (Cie. Philippe Genty), Noh Theater 
with Tatsushige Udaka, voice training with Mateo Belli, Body and rhythms with Paul Mindy, Commedia 
dell’arte with Luis Graells, Physical theater with Anne Denis. He has obtained a Master in Performance 
Arts at the Paris 8 University in 2007.  Currently, is a PhD candidate at the University Paris 8, where he is 
pursuing his research under the direction of Katia Legeret.

Sara  Mangano et Pierre-Yves Massip
Sara graduated from the Academy of Classical and Contemporary Dance of Torino (TNT), Pierre-Yves 
started very young with Circus and Theater Arts.  They met at the Marcel Marceau School where they 
earned their diplomas in 1997.  They joined the New Company of Marcel Marcel Marceau where they 
co-wrote and performed “Le Chapeau Melon” and “Les Contes Fantastiques”.  They assisted the Master in 
many of his tours around the world.  In 1999, they joined the Company Acta Fabula where they became 
the artistic directors in collaboration with Florence Kadri.  Creations include:  “Les Marchand des Ciels”, 
“S.eau.S”,  and “Rhapsodie Planète”.  In duo, they created the company Autour du Mime with which they 
created many shows including “Archibald and Margaret” and “Les Mots Secrets”.  They also collaborated 
with different companies and directors such as Alain Gautré, Ivan Bacciochi, Michele Salimbeni, l’Ondif, 
l’Ensemble Bonsai, and the Company Cavaluna.  They give workshops periodically concerning the art of 
mime for amateurs and professionals in France and abroad.
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Partners :
Company Mime de Rien: venue partner 
Comme vous Emoi: venue partner www.commevousemoi.fr
Le théâtre du Samovar: venue partner www.lesamovar.net
Silence Community: communication partner www.sliencecommunity.com

Technical Rider :
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:  PUBLIC ALL AGES, FRONTAL DISPOSITION
LENGTH: 30-70 min First Part + 15-30 min Entracte + 45-70 min Second Part 

STAGE
Dimensions minimum : frontal width 8m x depth  6m

STAGE DESCRIPTION 
An intimate space or close distance between the audience and the stage.   

LIGHTING
Materials provided by the theater
Lighting Console with 24/48 circuits

SON
Material furnished by the theater : According to the needs of the selected local musicians

PERSONNEL NEEDS: 
1 sound and lighting technician
1 stage manager

MUSICIENS : 
The producer is responsible in provided at least 4 local musicians for artistic improvisational collabora-
tion. 

COMEDIENS :
6 - 12 comédiens (mimes) to travel according to the program
OPTIONAL: Between 4 to 6 local actors/dancers to collaborate with the invited artists of the First Part.

TRANSPORTION, ROOM AND BOARD for 6 – 12 actors (mimes)

Contact :
Won Kim
Tel : +33-6 71 61 93 94
Mail : won@pasdedieux.com

Pierre-Yves Massip
Tel : +33-6 22 14 47 56
Mail : pierreyves.massip@9online.fr

For more information, please visit:  www.pasdedieux.com


